Press release
“Duco opens all the stops with ventilation systems at Interclima+Elec open”
Although it has strong regional roots, Duco is setting its sights increasingly on international
markets. The fact that this year BAU, the German exhibition as well as the Batimat and
Interclima+Elec French exhibitions are at the top of the agenda in November bears witness to this.
True to tradition, the last-named trade fair, which is for climate control and energy efficiency, will
be held in the Paris-Nord Villepinte exhibition complex, and is an excellent opportunity for visitors
to connect with a healthy, comfortable and energy-efficient indoor climate at the Duco stand
(Hall 2, stand C103). A preview shows that it is definitely worthwhile making your way to Duco.
DucoBox Focus: the smartest ventilation box in Europe
A paragon of demand-controlled air extraction and energy-efficiency is how Duco refers to its
DucoBox. Thanks to an integrated control valve system, the DucoBox Focus is the smartest
ventilation box in the market. The CO2 and Humidity Control valves ensure smart and efficient
extraction, only where and when required as well as at the right rate in order to save maximum
energy.
Air extraction in style with DucoVent Design
We can all recognise the picture: the obsolete exhaust vents in the bathroom, kitchen or toilet. With
the DucoVent Design, Duco has an aesthetic exhaust vent which, thanks to its sleek design, can be
built in virtually invisibly in rooms from which stale or moisture-laden air is to be extracted. What’s
more, this aluminium exhaust vent with a choice of three versions is very easy to install and maintain
thanks to magnetic strips on the cover plates. The icing on the cake is the additional sounddeadening foam that ensures extremely quiet operation!
Compact and intelligent control valve for multiple dwelling buildings and industrial property
Introducing the Intelli Air Valve (iAV): a compact and intelligent control valve which, combined with a
(pressure-controlled) roof fan, guarantees efficient CO2 and humidity measurement-based air
extraction in multiple dwelling buildings, student accommodation, and educational and office
buildings. It also makes the use of a zonally controlled mechanical ventilation box for each zone or
dwelling unit redundant.
Depending on the project, the iAV, available from now on in two versions (125 & 160 mm diameter)
and four configurations – CO2, Moisture, Toilet (125 mm diameter only) or Sensorless, offers a choice
between centrally or zonally driven demand control.
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